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Abstract 
The article examines the structure of two of the basic attacks of sent in the public net cipher 
messages. It is used the apparatus of generalized net for modeling the processes of attacks for 
listening and braking the sent messages. About the examined ciphered messages is used RSA 
asymmetric algorithm. 
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Introduction 

In the connection with Internet development and e-commerce many companies-
producers offer high-technological program and technological solutions for security.  Using 
the available resources on the market is possible to build a policy and practices for security, 
which can defend the information of powerful threats and attacks. 

The threats about the information security of all systems are reality today and they in-
cessantly grow up. The information security must to be a key aspect for every information 
technology used in the systems of state management and in the systems ensuring national se-
curity and defense. 

Using the security resources for “disloyal” purposes grow up repeatedly with the de-
velopment of information relationships and the increasing of attacks and threats on the com-
puters systems – in that way the problems of computer security become more serious. The 
most important thing is that the computer security defends the information saved in the sys-
tem. That’s why the computer security often is called information security. 

Security could never be absolute, it is relative quantity because it depends on the ef-
forts, which exerts the respective company for determination and supporting the desired level 
of security of its own network. 

According to [1,11] is present cryptographic system with asymmetric key for encryp-
tion and decryption the information passes through the public net - Internet. It’s used asym-
metric algorithm [5,6,7] with a pair of keys – open (public) and secret (private) with which 
the procedures enciphering and deciphering are convertible and simple. 

Public key is designed only for ciphering messages while the private one is used for 
deciphering. Each of the keys could be used for ciphering and deciphering if the required rule 
is observed - one of them must be private and accessible only for one of the users. 

RSA asymmetric algorithm with different keys for coding (KE) and decoding (KD) in-
formation КЕ≠КD is used, аs it is known the “public key” of the message recipient. The 
asymmetric algorithms are named algorithms with “public key”, the coding key in this algo-
rithm is spread free. Therefore everybody could cipher a message, but only the private key 
owner could decipher it. 
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These algorithms use the fact, that there are irreversible mathematical  functions which 
inverse function is difficult to find for a short period of time. 
 

RSA [3,6,10,15]  is considered as one of the best asymmetric algorithm in the crypto-
graphic protocol SSL. It is the most wide-spread encryption system with а public key for 
safety the traffic passing through web to e-mail, e-commerce and some wireless devices. RSA 
is based on arithmetical large numerical therefore it could be unusually slow and diffi-
cult to enciphering. 

The most often attacks against the RSA algorithm are like “the rough force” working 
on the  principle of comprehensive check-up of the all possible keys. 
 

Review of the basic RSA system 
We review the basic RSA public key system and refer to [4] for more information. We 
describe three constituent algorithms: key generation, encryption, and decryption. 
Key generation: The key generation algorithm takes a security parameter n as input. 
Throughout the paper we use n =1024 as the standard security parameter. The algorithm 
generates two (n/2)-bit primes, p and q, and sets N ← pq. Next, it picks some small value e 
that is relatively prime to φ(N) = (p-1)(q-1). The value e is called the encryption exponent, 
and is usually chosen as e = 65537. 

The RSA public key consists of the two integers <N,e>. The RSA private key is an 
integer d satisfying e.d = 1 mod φ(N ). Typically, one sends the public key <N,e> to a 
certificate authority (CA) to obtain a certificate for it. 

Encryption: To encrypt a message X using an RSA public key <N,e>, one first 
formats the bit-string X to obtain an integer M in ZN = {0 , . . . , N -1}. This formatting is 
often done using the PKCS #1 standard [9, 10, 14]. The ciphertext is then computed as 
C←Me mod N. (Other methods for formatting X  prior to encryption are described elsewhere 
in this issue.)  

Decryption: To decrypt a ciphertext C the decrypter uses its private key d to compute 
an e’th root of C by computing M ← Cd mod N. Since both d and N are large numbers (each 
approximately n bits long) this is a lengthy computation for the decrypter. The formatting 
operation from the encryption algorithm is then reversed to obtain the original bit-string X 
from M. Note that d must be a large number (on the order of N) since otherwise the RSA 
system is insecure [3, 15]. 
It is standard practice to employ the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) for RSA decryption. 
Rather than computeM ← Cd (mod N), one evaluates: 
Mp ← Cp 
dp (mod p) Mq ← Cp 
dq (mod q). 
Here dp = d mod p -1 and dq = d mod q -1. Then one uses the CRT to calculate M from Mp 
and Mq . This is approximately four times as fast as evaluating Cd mod N directly [3, 7]. 

It is represented a scheme of the cryptoattacks for listening and breaking-down in trans-
mission the ciphertext  by using the generalized nets model [1,2,11] which gives the opportu-
nity for modeling the whole process. 
 

1. Attacker’s capabilities: The strongest attacker capability in the standard model is 
called “adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack” and is denoted by (CCA) [16]. This means 
that the adversary has the ability to decrypt any ciphertext of his choice except for 
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some challenge ciphertext (imagine the attacker is able to exploit a decryption box that 
will decrypt anything except for some known challenge ciphertext). 

2. Attacker’s goal: The standard security goal is called “semantic security” [12] (also 
known as “indistinguishability of ciphertexts”), and is denoted by (IND). Roughly 
speaking, the attacker’s goal is to deduce just one bit of information about the 
decryption of some given ciphertext. We say that a system is semantically secure if no 
efficient attacker can achieve this goal. We note that a deterministic encryption 
algorithm can never give semantic security. 
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Fig 1. Net attack during the ciphering message sending 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

А) listening   B) break-down in transmission 
Fig 2. Standard attack 

 
The RSA permutation, proposed by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman [6, 8], is the most 

well known trapdoor permutation. Its one-wayness is believed to be as strong as integer 
factorization. The RSA setup consists of choosing two large prime numbers p and q, and 
computing the RSA modulus n = pq. The public key is n together with an exponent e 
(relatively prime to φ(n)=(p–1)(q–1)). The secret key d is defined to be the inverse of e mod-
ule φ(n). Encryption and decryption is defined as follows: 

En,e(m) = me mod n Dn,d(c) = c d mod n. 
This primitive does not provide by itself an IND-CCA secure encryption scheme. Under a 
slightly stronger assumption than the intractability of the integer factorization, it gives a 
cryptosystem that is only one-way under chosen-plaintext attacks — a very weak level of 
security. Semantic security fails because encryption is deterministic. Even worse, under a 
CCA attack, the attacker can fully decrypt a challenge ciphertext C = me mod n using the 
homomorphic property of RSA: 

En,e(m1) En,e(m2) = En,e (m1 m2) mod n. 
To decrypt C = me mod n using a CCA attack do: 
(1) compute C′ = C.2e mod n,  
(2) give C’ (≠ C) to the decryption oracle, and  
(3) the oracle returns 2m mod n from which the adversary can deduce m. 
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To overcome RSA this simple CCA attack, practical RSA-based cryptosystems 
randomly pad the plaintext prior to encryption. This randomizes the ciphertext and eliminates 
the homomorphic  property. 
 
Generalized nets model 
Initially are set the following kernels included in the generalized net: 
 

- at position l11 enters - α1 token with a characteristic “plaintext”, at position l71 enters β1 
token with a characteristic “plaintext“. 

- at position L1A enter - α2 – token with an initial characteristic “plaintext for sending” 
and  β2 with a characteristic ”receive plaintext”; 

- at position L7A enter – β2 – token with an initial characteristic “plaintext for sending” 
and  α2 with a characteristic” receive plaintext”; 

- at positions L2A, L’2A include – γ1 – token with an initial characteristic “ a pair of public 
and private key of А and public key of В”; 

- at positions L6A, L’6A include – γ2 – token with initial characteristic “ a pair of public 
and private key of B and public key of A”; 

- at position l21 enters ε1 token with a characteristic „cipher text”, at position l’61 enters ε2 
token with a characteristic „ciphertext”. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
It is developed a generalized network model with leaded in  the multitude of 

transitions A which:    
А= { Z1, Z2, Z’2, Z3, Z4, Z5, Z6, Z’6, Z7}, where the transitions  describe the following 
processes : 

Z1 =“Tasks done by source A”   
Z2 =“Tasks done by cryptographic algorithm for encrypting”   
Z’2 =“Tasks done by cryptographic algorithm for decrypting” 
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Z3 =“Attacks done”   
Z4 =“Tasks done by listtening attack”   
Z5 =“Tasks done by break-down attack”   
Z6 =“Tasks done by cryptographic algorithm for decryption”   
Z’6 =“Tasks done by cryptographic algorithm for encryption”   
Z7 =“Tasks done by source B ”   
Transitions have the following description: 
Z1= < { l11, l’21, L1A }, {l12, L1A }, R1, M1,∨ (l11, l’21, L1A) > 

R1 =

truetrueL
truefalsel
truefalsel
Ll

A

A

1

'
21

11

112

 

The token α1 from position l11 enters ат position L1A, where it is added to token α2 from 
the current position. The token α2 from position  L1A is divided by two tokens α2’ and α2” 
coming out with the following current characteristic “plaintext sending” for encryption. The 
tokens at position  l12 do not receive a new characteristic. 

Z2= < { l12, L2A }, {l21, L2A }, R2,∨ ( l12, L2A) > 

R2 =
trueWL
truefalsel
Ll

AA

A

21,22

12

221

 
21,2 AW  - “Message for sending is encrypted” 

The token α2” from position l12 enters at position L2A, where it   connects with the to-
ken γ1 from the current position in the token ε and receive its new characteristic „ciphertext 
from source А” on the basis of cryptographic algorithm for enciphering. The token ε from 
position L2A divides by two tokens ε1 and ε2 coming out with the following current character-
istic „sending ciphertext from source A”. The tokens at position l21 do not receive a new char-
acteristic. 

Z’2= < { l42, L’2A }, {l’21, L’2A }, R’2,∨ (l42, L’2A) > 

R’2 =
trueWL
truefalsel
Ll

AA

A

21,22

42

221

''

''

 
21,2' AW  - „the reseived message is decrypt”. 

The token ζ(2”)’ from position l42 enters at position L’2A where it   connects with the to-
ken γ1 and it receives its new characteristic β2 „received plaintext from source В” on the basis 
of cryptographic algorithm for deciphering. The token β2 from position L’2A is divided by two 
tokens β2’ and β2” and comes out with the following current characteristic „plaintext from 
source В”. The entered tokens at position l’21 do not receive а new characteristic.  

Z3= < { l21, l’61 }, {l31, l32 }, R3, ∨ (l21, l’61) > 
 

R3 =

32,6131,61
'
61

32,2131,2121

3231

WWl
WWl

ll
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W21,31 = W21,32 = W61,31 = W61,32 -“cryptoattack - a ciphertext is caught”. 
The token ε2 from position l21 is divided by two equal tokens ε2’ and ε2”, which enter 

respectively at position l31 and l32 with a characteristic  (caught) „ciphertext from source А”. 
The token ζ2 from position l72 is divided by  two equal tokens ζ 2’ and ζ 2” , which en-

ter respectively at position l31 and l32 receive a characteristic  (caught) „ciphertext from source 
B”. 

Z4= < { l31, L4A }, {l41, l42, L4A }, R4, ∨ (l31, L4A) > 

R4 =
truetruetrueL
truefalsefalsel
Lll

A

A

4

31

44241

 

The tokens ε2’ and ζ 2’ enter at position L4A, where they are divided by  ε(2’)’ , ε(2”)’ and  
ζ (2’)’, ζ (2”)’.The entered tokens at positions l41 and l42 do not receive a new characteristic. 

Z5= < { l32, L5A },{L5A } R5, ∨ (l31, L5A) > 

R5 =
trueL
truel
L

A

A

5

32

5

 

The tokens ε(2”)’ and ζ (2”)’ coming respectively from position l32 enter at L5A position, 
(ciphertext received from sources А and B) and break-down the sent messages to the receiver. 

Z6= < { l41, L6A }, {l61, L6A }, R6,∨ ( l41, L6A) > 

R6 =
trueWL
truefalsel
Ll

AA

A

61,66

41

661

 
21,2 AW = 61,6 AW

 The token ε(2”)’ from position l41 enters at position L6A and unifies with the token γ2 
and it receives its new characteristic α2 „received plaintext from source А” on the basis of 
cryptographic algorithm for deciphering. The token α2 from position L’2A is divided by two 
tokens α2’ and α2” comes out with the following current characteristic „plaintext from source 
А”.  The entered tokens at position l61 do not receive a new characteristic.  

Z’6= < { l72, L’6A }, {l’61, L’6A }, R’6,∨ ( l72, L’6A) > 

R’6 =
trueWL
truefalsel
Ll

AA

A

61,66

72

661

''

''

 
61,6' AW = 21,2 AW  

The token β2” entering in position L’6A unifies in whole with the token γ2 and receives 
its new characteristic „ciphertext” – the token ζ on the basis of cryptographic algorithm for 
enciphering. The token ζ from position L’6A is divided by two ζ1 and ζ2  and comes out with 
the following current characteristic „sending ciphertext from source В”. The tokens at posi-
tion  l’61 do not receive a new characteristic. 

Z7= < { l61, l71, L7A }, {l72, L7A }, R7,∨ (l61, l71, L7A) > 
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R7 =

truetrueL
truefalsel
truefalsel
Ll

A

A

7

71

61

772

 
The token β1 from position l71 enters at position L7A and is added to the token β2 from 

the current position. The token β2 from position L7A is divided by two tokens β2’ and β2” with 
a characteristic „sending plaintext” for coding. The tokens at position l72 do not receive a new 
characteristic. 

The token α2” from position l61 enters in position L7A with a characteristic  „received 
plaintext”. 
 
Conclusion 

Two of the basic attacks for message catching in sending standard RSA ciphertext are 
examined. The spread model could help in researching and analyzing the processes for catch-
ing encoded messages exchanged in the net. 

Generalized net model describes the main conception of the cryptographic theory for 
conventional encrypting by the classic structure of cryptographic system using RSA asymmet-
ric key. The model allows to be looked through the different stages of proceeding the process 
and its simulation observed and behavior in future. To resolve the problems of one system 
however is necessary: to make a complete analysis and a choice of entire defending solution.  
Providing the safety of the information for the present is the major challenge for the informa-
tion technologies for the 21-st century. 
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